Date:
Title of Book:

L.I: To create questions.
Success Criteria:


Use prior knowledge about the story
and the character to create questions
for the character.



Include what you would the character
to explain and discuss.

Chapters/Page Numbers:



Link the questions to the story so far.

Character Interview
Choose one character that has had an impact on the story so far and
create interview questions that you would like to ask them. Think
about things you would like them to explain, discuss their thoughts
and feelings about what has happened, or about another character
etc. Create questions that you would get good detailed answers
from. Remember to link to the story so far.
Questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

Now that you have created questions
for them, answer them as if you were
that character. What would they say?
How would they react? What words
and phrases would they use?
Answers
1.

2.

3.
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L.I: To answer questions in the style of the
character.
Success Criteria:

Write what the character would say
and the words and phrases they would
use.


Answer the questions that have been
asked.



Include detail within the answers.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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L.I: To compare characters.
Success Criteria:

Character Comparison



Look at 2 main characters within the
book and think about how they are
shown differently throughout the text.

Select 2 different characters from
the text and compare their
differences.



Include information about their
appearance, personality, background
and relationships.

Show the differences in their

Use direct quotes and page numbers.
personality, their background and appearance, their role within the
story, their relationships to others. Include direct quote and page
number from the text to support your answers.
Name:

Name:

Appearance

Appearance

Background

Background

Personality

Personality

Relationship

Relationship

Role in Story

Role in Story
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Writing Techniques/Grammar

L.I: To identify grammar within a text.

Using the text you are reading

Success Criteria:

complete the table below, identifying
nouns, pronoun, verbs, adjectives,
direct speech, preposition and
alliteration. Write in as many as you
can find and include the word and the



Use the book to find the different
grammar items.



Include the words and phrases and page



numbers.
Place the words and phrases in the
collect column.



Understand what each of the grammar
terms mean.

page number. If you are not what some of the terms are ask
someone, use a dictionary or go online to find out.
Noun

Pronoun

Verb

Direct Speech

Preposition

Alliteration
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Adjectives

